VMIG
”COURAGE AND CONFIDENCE”
COLEGIO GUADALUPANO

Level: Junior High School

Grade: Seventh B, C.

Teacher: Mrs. Ana Lilian Cruz

Program/s: Big Teens 2 and Read right.

Date: March 22nd to 27th, 2020.

1. To help students develop the skills of an independent learner.
2. To consolidate and reinforce learning done in school and allow students to
practice skills taught in class
3. To help develop good working habits

Objetives:

Unit No: 3 I’d rather be surfing.
No

Program

Activity Description

Read Right Book

Complete Read Right lesson 8 Pages 34 to
37.
To write about a personal experience I is
very important to have a good and
interesting beginning or introduction and a
nice and good conclusion or ending.
On page 34 exercise 1 .read the story and
answer the questions( write complete and
clear sentences)
Before writing your own personal
experience you have to brainstorm your
ideas, so you have to think about a very
good or bad experience you have had and
answer the questions on page 35 exe. 2.
(Write a short paragraph to answer each
questions)
Example: What happen first? I almost have
a heart attack when I realized that I had
forgotten my purse on the drugstore
counter
After brainstorming your ideas you need to
draft your personal experience, it means to
write the first paragraph explaining what
happened at the begging, middle and end
of your story. So you have to complete page
36 ex. 3
Finally you have to fill in an auto
evaluation on page 37 ex, 6.
Page 37 ex. 7 Write the final version of
your personal experience (in your
notebook) Be creative. Check out this web
sites.

1

Read right
2

Homework or
activity Objective

It will be done….

To write a Journal

In your Read right

entry about a scary

book

experience

To write my
personal
experience

In your English
notebook

To talk about things
related to internet
and my internet
habits
To identify

In your big teens
book complete pages
from 34 to 37.
You will also
complete workbook
pages 18 to 20.

https://www.thoughtco.com/how-towrite-a-personal-narrative-1856809

Big Teens
3

In this unite you will identify vocabulary
related to the internet (page 34) such as:
laptop, chat, blogs s, screen, email etc.
You have to be able to much certain verbs
with the right word. Example; download
music, bookmark a website etc.
You will also talk about your internet
habits (page35) describing how often you
use the internet and what you do. For that
reason it is essential to know the parts of a
web page
You will also read about different types of
apps (page 36) and the ones people prefer.
for example: Twitter, Instagraml, Pinterest,
whatsapp etc

vocabulary related to
the internet.

v
In your English
notebook write a ten
lines paragraph about
your internet habits
and the types of apps
you use

Big teens
4

To express preference (Page 37) you can
use would rather or prefer both means the
same examples: I prefer to work during the
day because it is safer or I would rather be
a teacher than a doctor. It is more exiting.
In questions you can ask: do you prefer
making friends face to face or online?
Would you rather send photos than
messages ( see grammar on page 42)
Check out this websites for more
explanation.
https://englishaction.cl/diferenciasprefer-would-rather/

To express

In your notebook

preferences using

write a ten lines

Would rather and

paragraph about the

prefer

thins you prefer to do
on a rainy day

